An Enrichment of Senses and Quickening of Spirit
As Precious as Diamonds

Seldom has a resort property earned AAA distinguished Four Diamond Award recognition after only twelve months in operation. Inspirationally conceived and created to reveal and reflect the very essence of surrounding natural beauty and abundant enjoyment, world-class Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort consistently lives up to this rare achievement and more for clients.
Ideally set along the destination’s most tranquil stretch of golden beach, most convenient to Latin America’s finest golfing, and girded by spectacular views under a pristine high desert sky dispensing Mexico’s most hospitable ambience. On the southern tip of the Baja California Peninsula, between laid-back, colonial San Jose del Cabo and vibrant, fun-filled Cabo San Lucas, along the blue-green Sea of Cortes, Los Cabos presents the ultimate in resort life relaxation and diversions.

Guests are pampered with the finest of services warmly provided by a gracious and amiable staff seeking to please at every opportunity. All in a halmy climate famed for sunny days and starry evenings as clear and bright as known in this hemisphere.

With no detail overlooked, everything is consistently planned and executed to provide for the fulfillment of the highest expectations for each group incentive, affinity, conference or convention function, exhibit, meeting, outing or special occasion.

We call it living large at land’s end.
A Setting Unsurpassed

Long renowned as the richest of seas, these waters were deemed “The Aquarium Of The World” by none other than Jacques Cousteau. All 375 guest rooms and suites face this expansive wonder lying between the Baja California peninsula and Mexican mainland.
A Reservation for Fond Memories

Nothing between you and your viewpoint but an ornate wrought iron railing while enjoying a fortifying breakfast and contemplating your plans for the new day, or sharing a private cocktail while recalling the day you’ve just spent and shall long treasure back home.

Spacious, tastefully appointed, and replete with amenities, our run-of-the-house Deluxe Guest rooms are designed for comfort, convenience, relaxation, companionship and blissful privacy.

Full bath with shower, individually-controlled air conditioning, 27-inch color TV with cable channels and pay-per-view movies, three telephones, seating area and more. Much more.

Every Deluxe guest room includes your very own whirlpool tub, generously stocked minibar and around the clock room service.

To the accompaniment of pleasing aromas, caressing breezes and a rhythmic surf, ocean view balconies open all outdoors to guests captivated by a sensation of beauty and rapture.

This page: Standard room, bathtub and balcony.
All sixty six suites come with VIP amenities from deluxe and personalized bathrobes and slippers to daily petit-fours and afternoon tea and coffee.

Every Junior Suite provides a King Sized bed with dressing area and Superior Junior Suites include a side living room area. Both have a whirlpool tub.

Premier Suites offer a separate bedroom with dressing and bathroom area with jacuzzi, living room, half bath, terrace with two hammocks and connecting room option.

El Dorado and Cabo Real Suites are located on the top level, have a large main bedroom, dressing and bathroom area with jacuzzi, living room, half bath, more spacious terrace and connecting room option.

The Presidential Suite boasts two indoor and two outdoor jacuzzis, an especially outstanding view of the Sea of Cortes and features a very large bedroom including dressing room and bathroom, a second bedroom with two Queen Sized beds and full bathrooms.

An oversized living room, with half bath, a dining room and kitchen. All remote with luxurious furnishings.

Particularly suited for conducting discreet meetings concerned with group arrangements, selective entertaining, or just socializing as the occasion may suggest, the suites present another opportunity for privacy.

This page: El Dorado Suite bedroom and indoor jacuzzi. Opposite pages: El Dorado Suite living area.
Surrender to Gratification

With all the fun, sun, group and individual activities this destination offers, appetites and thirsts have been given the highest priorities at Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort where feasting upon wonderful food and savoring refreshing beverages is the order of the day for every restaurant, bar, luau or theme party.
Variety is More than Just Spicy

While every restaurant and bar boasts a particular vantage point to radiant days and starlit evenings, the food fare, beverage selections, and ambience of each is no less delightful. From the casual to the elegant, the sun bathed to the air conditioned, the familiar to the exotic.

For an informal breakfast, lunch or dinner, La Hacienda presents refined Mexican, American and international cookery with consistently healthful emphasis on local seafood and produce.

Located on the second level overlooking the swimming pool, La Hacienda is the place for casual, open-all-day dining. You may choose seating in air conditioned comfort, or on the reflection pool bordered terrace of frozen, looking out to the amazing Sea of Cortez.

And, of course, there’s always breakfast... be it just coffee, danish, orange juice or any style of eggs with sides... prepared to order from room service.

Or, take a light or full course dinner while admiring the beauty outside your very own deluxe guest room or suite before retiring.

Your aquatic activities, or just relaxing and sun bathing, are never neglected by our responsive and attentive poolside waiters with tasty hot or cold snacks, beverages favorites, cocktails and tropical libations to your liking from our Pool Bar and Sunset Palapa.
The Fenícia, Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort’s signature restaurant, named for the city of Phoenicia, offers a comfortable, elegant setting in keeping with the property’s stunning Mediterranean architecture.

Semi-formal, yet elegant, Fenícia appropriately offers remarkably advanced Mediterranean Cuisine where palates are first stimulated by its seawall display showcasing selections including lobster and mussels. Diners enjoy impeccable service while savoring boldly flavored dishes from Sicily, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Spain and Morocco.

And, surely, you will wish to visit the elite Lobby Bar during the afternoons and take in the expansive view while our full sun reigns over pools, grounds and the Sea of Cortes. This is the spot for before dinner cocktails while anticipating the evening repast.

And, don’t surrender your day without your favorite after dinner drink, a fine cigar, if that’s your pleasure, and sharing the most pleasant of atmospheres enhanced nightly by a variety of live piano bar renditions.
It's Almost Like a "Dine Around"

Experience a European level of cuisine and service central to the resort’s hallmark of superlative hospitality.

Two fine restaurants presenting wide-ranging bills of fare, wine lists and bar service.

Both having distinctive ambience and vistas to enjoy.
We've Made Your Business Ours

The Executives and Group Management Team at Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort are seasoned in catering to all manner of convention, meeting, incentive and affinity group needs and aspirations. And, we’ve staffed and trained our service personnel based upon this wealth of knowledge and experience.
We’ve dedicated everything from convivial Theme Parties, like our “Poolside Gala” and “Viva La Fiesta” to auxiliary areas such as our Group Lobby and Patio Foyer, for small, medium and large functions.

The property’s capacious Meeting and Conference Center, on Level Three, boasts cutting-edge technology and facilities to serve the most demanding formal business and communications requirements.

Our state-of-the-art Business Center comprises two 404 square foot Boardrooms, each with a seated capacity of 15 attendees. It adjoins a work area offering varied secretarial services, computer stations and internet access for your convenience.

No modest coffee break or intimate cocktail party is insignificant to our management or wait staffs. No lavish banquet or group golf tournament is a challenge to these willing and competent professionals.

If it’s important to you, it’s critical to us.
The property has allocated generously for a variety of indoor and outdoor locations ideally suited to group meetings, activities, diversions and events that will more than meet your requirements.

The 2,593 square feet El Dorado Ballroom has a maximum capacity of 750 attendees when set-up theatre style and provides for five Breakout Rooms.

The Las Montañas Junior Ballroom consists of 3,275 square feet with a set-up capacity of 270 theatre style and can be divided into three Breakout Rooms.

There are six spacious and attractive Outdoor Terraces plus the expansive and invigorating pool and beach areas for private group occasions.

All are sure to enjoy any one of our seven festive Theme Parties including “Pirate’s Night,” “Cave Night” and “Sailing Voyage.”

And, all can be customized to fit your requirements, large or small, indoors or outdoors.
Activities as You Like Them

Our European-style Concierge Services are staffed with multilingual and well informed personnel who will readily arrange tours, excursions, reservations, transportation, and recreational outings destination-wide. Nonetheless, with myriad activities from which to choose, guests need never look further than right here on your property for diversions.
Pampering to the Extreme

If you have yet to experience a massage on our beach to wafting seashore sounds, aromas, breezes and bird life, you simply haven’t sufficiently abandoned yourself to the ultimate delights and freedom this treatment may achieve.
After a long flight, active day of recreation, or attentive hours of scheduled group meetings and functions, nothing can eliminate the kinks, rejuvenate the body and recharge the psyche like our state of the art Spa.

Well over 7,500 square feet of dedicated space. A terrace for admiring rugged desert terrain and hills. The region’s most sophisticated of its kind. All understated characterizations of our marvelous Spa and well equipped Fitness Center.

A trend-setting retreat offering a full and complete range of treatments, services, products and professional staffers dedicated to pampering you to the max.

Along with a full-service Beauty Salon and high-tech Health Club, our Spa is a haven for mind, body and spirit.

The Spa offers a full complement of salon services including hair cuts, shampoos and styles, manicures, pedicures, professional make ups, and wax treatments. The large exercise room includes machines for upper and lower body routines plus traditional free weights.

It’s your one-stop feel, look and perform good place.
A shoreline unsurpassed for all manner of outdoor activities is more than just complemented by the many other diversions a mere stroll from anywhere on the property.

Definitive highlights are the large infinity pool complex, the ample and palapa covered jacuzzi, and a variety of activities scheduled daily around the pool and along the beach.

All set by sheltering palms or the Sea of Cortes and readily attended by bar, snack and towel services.

And, don’t be surprised if you see a whale or manta ray out to sea.

For tennis enthusiasts, the hotel has two lighted courts and our on-site teaching professional.

Guests will wish to visit our well stocked gift shop, women’s boutique, and jewelry shop too, offering items carefully selected for the most discriminating shoppers. Children will love our professionally-staffed Kid’s Vacation Club where TV, table games and new friends are shared.

For tennis enthusiasts, the hotel has two lighted courts and our on-site teaching professional.

All manner of water sports such as snorkeling, kayaking, Hobie-Cat surfing, and wave running are offered by our Beach Club. And, the beach itself is considered the very safest for young waders and swimmers.

Indeed, youngsters can even do some light fishing there too as do the locals every morning just inside the rugged outcroppings.

But, for the big ones, these bountiful waters are famed for such prizes as trophy blue marlin, striped sailfish, dorado, bull dorado, and yellow fin tuna.

Arrangements for guided sports fishing out to sea can be made from our Beach Club too.

Indeed, boats and skills are also available for rent.

Actually, Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort makes planning your group fishing parties even easier with our Special Packages for anglers.

This page; infinity pool, tennis courts and palapa covered jacuzzi.
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Today, Los Cabos has been declared: "...absolutely the number-one golf destination I know of, period."

That, from the great Jack Nicklaus. And seven of the better courses in this destination are found nearby the property.
Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort maintains a full-time, on-staff Golf Concierge whose sole responsibility is to communicate with group leaders and hotel guests concerning their interests and needs in arranging group outings, tee times and all that makes for smooth and enjoyable play on destination courses.

Both development courses have excellent Pro Shops with all the popular brands of golf apparel, shoes, balls, gloves and other such paraphernalia. And, both have practice areas where you may warm up to get your swing and putting stroke working on Los Cabos time before teeing off. Along with very well maintained golf carts, players may also rent such equipment as name-brand clubs for those lacking their own.

Additionally, there’s snacks, beverages and other incidentals available in the either Club House or from on-course services.

We are especially helpful with arrangements for the El Dorado and Cabo Real Golf Clubs here in our own development. But, we are more than familiar with all the better Los Cabos courses and personnel and can greatly ease and expedite whatever manner of play you may require.

Cabo Real Development
Located across and in either direction from Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort, guests have ready access to the two championship courses in our Cabo Real Development.

Courses created to capitalize upon the natural beauty, geography and accessibility to golf enthusiasts who flock to what is now popularly known as Mexico’s Palm Springs by visitors from around the world.

Cabo Real Golf Club
Designed by famed Robert T. Jones II, features superb vistas of the sea, rolling hills, deep bunkers and many bunkers.

In 1996 and 1999, this signature layout hosted the PGA Senior Grand Slam Tournament played before an international television audience to rave reviews.

El Dorado Golf Club
A second Cabo Real Development course, was opened in 1999 with similar plaudits from all who play or even just see it.

Designed by the great man himself, Jack Nicklaus, it features sandy dry arroyos, shallow bunkers, lakes, desert rough and seven spectacular holes along the Sea of Cortez.

Our dedicated on property Golf Concierge will make all arrangements for group play, tee times and transportation to golf courses.
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You Be the Score Keeper

With more new golf courses coming, the destination already enjoys some of the best in the world. A perfect climate, breathtaking scenery, professional maintenance, direct access to the world’s airports, and world-class Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort. It all adds up to great golf on any score card.
Can’t Do it All? Try!

It’s hard to imagine any place on earth with the breadth and variety of sightseeing, attractions, diversions, shopping, recreating and relaxation of Los Cabos. For good reason. From the natural wonders to the endless activities you may experience between, along and upon the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Cortes.

The signature landmark of this destination is famed Los Arcos and you may catch a boat ride to see this magnificent stone arch, one of Mexico’s most awesome natural wonders, surrounded by the incredibly blue-green waters about which Los Cabos is so well known.

Just 12 miles and 20 minutes driving time, from Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort, lies the electric nightlife of Cabo San Lucas with its funky watering holes, state-of-the-art marina and shopping aplenty.

It’s also where the many cruise ships anchor and there’s lots of action, dining and late-nighters day and night.

For a different atmosphere, a mere 9 miles and 20 minutes drive from our property, you may visit historic San Jose del Cabo which boasts beautifully restored adobes. This charming town harks back to Spanish-colonial days and invites leisurely strolling, shopping, and zesty dining.
If the towns aren’t your scene, thousands of gray whales frolic and bear their calves in lagoons just north of Los Cabos seasonally. And, there’s ecological excursions to remote desert, mountain and ocean areas by various means of conveyance to see a world of rugged terrain, flora and fauna.

Or, you may choose from riding horseback on a beach, swimming crystalline waters with dolphins, and sailing the coastlines for entirely different viewpoints of your destination.

Sea fans will thrill to experiencing the depths of Los Cabos, teeming with sea life, and exploring any of its six spectacular dive sites.

Along our corridor, between the two principal towns, fine surfing is found at Playa Barco Varado and Playa Cobo Bello.
Free Time for Free Spirits

Just as manta rays school together in common interests only to spread their wings and soar skyward out of sheer joy, your group attendees will never lack for opportunities to venture from their customary environment to experience and enjoy the whole different world of Los Cabos.
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